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QUESTION 1

A customer has recently purchase a new ONTAP 9.0 storage system and wants you to join the nodes to an existing
cluster running ONTAP 9.5. 

What is the first step for adding the new controllers to the existing cluster? 

A. You must ensure that all network switches are upgraded and online. 

B. You must configure the existing cluster to accept the Joining nodes. 

C. You must make sure that there Is the same amount of disk shelves attached to all nodes. 

D. You must match the operating system. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are adding two new nodes into an existing switchless 2-node cluster. 

Which two statements are true in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. You first need to install the cluster interconnect switches to the existing cluster. 

B. You must make sure that the existing nodes are healthy and that all cluster links are up. 

C. The existing cluster must use clustered Data ONTAP 8.1 or later software. 

D. You need to schedule downtime to add these two nodes. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

You are dispatched to install a new cluster with six AFF A300 nodes. While running Config Advisor, you determine that
there is a newer firmware version for 48 SSDs. 

Which statement is correct in this scenario? 

A. Prior to leaving the site, tell the customer that a later firmware exists for those disk drives, but that the upgrade will
provoke downtime. 

B. Unless the customer advises otherwise, upgrade the firmware on the SSDs to clear the Config Advisor error. 

C. Prior to leaving the site, advise the customer that the firmware is included in the version of ONTAP that they
downloaded. 

D. Unless the customer advises otherwise, leave the firmware alone and document the version of ONTAP being used to
explain the issue. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which LIF type is used by default for hardware-assisted storage failover communication? 

A. intercluster 

B. node-mgmt 

C. data 

D. cluster-mgmt 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.netapp.com/ontap-9/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.netapp.doc.dot-cm-cmpr-950%
2Fstorage__failover__hwassist__show.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Select the Exhibit tab. 

You install a new FAS2552 HA using a DS2246 disk shelf and ONTAP 9.5 on a customer site. 

Referring to the exhibit, which two statements describe what is required to get an HA cabled system? (Choose two.) 

A. Insert a cable from right controller port 0a to the IOMB square, and from port 0b to the IOMA square, then cable in-
band ACP. 

B. Insert a cable from right controller port 0a to the IOMB square, and from port 0b to the IOMA circle. 
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C. Insert a cable from left controller port 0a to the IOMA circle, and from port 0b to the IOMB circle, the cable in-band
ACP. 

D. Insert a cable from left controller port 0a to the IOMA square, and from port 0b to the IOMB circle. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

While troubleshooting an issue with a newly installed system, you used the system controller environment show
command. 

In this scenario, which issue would be diagnosed with this command? 

A. shelf cabling issues 

B. controller configuration issues 

C. controller hardware issues 

D. controller version issues 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1610202/html/system/controller/environment/ show.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer is settings up a new cluster. The customer notices that there are many management ports on the cluster.
The customer is know the purpose of the node management network LIF. 

What do you tell customer in this scenario? 

A. The node management LIF provides multiple IP address for managing a particular node in the cluster at the hardware
level and is used for system maintenance. 

B. The node management LIF is associated with a storage virtual machine (SVM) and is used for communicating with
client. 

C. The node management LIF provides a dedicated IP address for the entire cluster and can fail over to any node
management or data port in the cluster. 

D. The node management LIF provides a dedicated a IP address to managing a particular node in the cluster and is
used for system maintenance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You were dispatched to add a DS224C to an existing HA pair that has a stack of DS4243 shelves with 1 TB drives and
a stack of DS4246 shelves with 1 TB drives. The customer wants to make sure that ACP is cabled for all shelves. 
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Which two considerations should you advise the customer in this situation? (Choose two.) 

A. ACP communication uses SAS cables and does not require Ethernet cables for IOM12 and IOM6 modules. 

B. ACP communication cannot be used for the DS224C and the DS4243 shelves at the same time. 

C. Out-of-band ACP communication is use by default in ONTAP 9.0 and later software. 

D. The ACP communication has been discontinued beginning with ONTAP 9.5, IOM6, and IOM12 modules. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

You are completing an ONTAP base installation, and your customer is asking you to create two SVMs, one for NFS and
one for SMB. 

Which type of SVM needs to be created to complete the installation? 

A. system SVM 

B. data SVM 

C. admin SVM 

D. multitenancy node SVM 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

While installing new Cisco cluster switches, you need to download the appropriate RCF to the switch. 

In this scenario, which two file transfer protocols would be used? (Choose two.) 

A. HTTP 

B. FTP 

C. SCP 

D. NFS 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

A 4-node cluster has connectivity for both block and file access. Nodes 1 and 3 are used for file access, and nodes 2
and 4 are used for block access. During routine maintenance, node 4 is switched off and the LIFs are migrated to other
nodes. Upon investigation, you see that the LIFs that serve file traffic have moved to alternative ports. However, LIFs
that serve the block have not migrated. 
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In this scenario, what is happening? 

A. The failover group is configured incorrectly. 

B. The fiber switch is configured incorrectly. 

C. There is a faulty SFP. 

D. The LIFs that serve the block protocol do not failover. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You finished a new installation and executed Config Advisor successfully. You review the physical racking and cabling
on one of the controllers, and notice an amber light that was not previously on. 

Which two actions should you perform before you turn over the cluster for production? (Choose two.) 

A. Remove cables connected to the controller until you find the one responsible for the controller issue. 

B. Review AutoSupport messages which could explain the controller state. 

C. Execute Config Advisor again to check for new errors. 

D. Let the customer know the cluster is operating normally while the amber LED is on. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 13

You are creating a new aggregate with one RAID-TEC RAID group 

How many parity drives are used in this scenario? 

A. 3 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

You installed a new AFF A800 2-node ONTAP 9.5 cluster and are asked to run diagnostics to validate the hardware. 

Which command is used from the loader prompt to enter diagnostics? 
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A. printenv 

B. savenv 

C. sldiag 

D. boot_diags 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Node 3 has taken over Node 4. You are attempting to access Node 4 on its management interface but cannot do it. 

In this scenario, how would you access Node 4\\'s management interface? 

A. You must use the Service Processor; node management LIFS do not fall over between nodes. 

B. You have not waited long enough for the failover timeout for a node management LIF; there is a 

C. broadcast domain configured for this situation. 

D. You should use SSH directly to one of the cluster interconnect switches; from there, you can use SSH to the node
management on node 4. 

E. Connect to the node management on Node 3 and then use the HA interconnect to access node 4. 

Correct Answer: A 
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